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Fire�ighters douse a hot spot near various homes as the Carr �ire continues to burn near Redding, California, on
Saturday.
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The Fire, Weather & Avalanche Center is a non-pro�it organization that
compiles information about natural disasters happening in the western half
of the U.S. It provides services to local media and emergency services
organizations to predict how weather patterns and other factors could
a�ect how much a wild�ire could grow and how safe an area is. Here is a link
to a useful interactive map from the group.

Of course, California isn’t the only part of the country where wild�ires are
causing destruction. There are approximately 60 wild�ires across the
country that are not currently contained, from Florida to Alaska. You can �ind
more information about the wild�ires that are currently happening in your
state: 
Alaska

Arizona

Colorado
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Florida

Idaho

Montana

Nevada

New Mexico

Oklahoma

Oregon

Utah

Washington

Wyoming
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Ceaseless construction made living in the building unbearable, a lawsuit claims.
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